Beyond dealloying: development of nanoporous gold via metal-induced crystallization and its electrochemical properties.
Nanoporous metals (NPMs) possess a number of intriguing properties that result in NPMs being an important family of nanomaterials for many advanced applications. However, the methods of preparing NPMs are relatively complicated and have many limitations, which have hindered the commercial application of NPMs thus far. By introducing metal-induced crystallization, a solid-phase reaction method for preparing NPMs was developed in this study, which is highly efficient and environmentally friendly. The microstructure of the prepared nanoporous gold (NPG) was characterized on an atomic scale by scanning electron microscopy and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. The results confirmed that the solid-phase reaction method is an effective alternative means of preparing highly pure NPG. The results of electrochemical tests demonstrated that thus-prepared NPG possesses higher electrocatalytic activity than other types of gold electrodes toward oxygen reduction in alkaline media. The combination of a simple preparation process and higher activity suggests that the developed method may promote the future use of NPG in new energy applications, such as fuel cells and metal-air batteries.